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I recently watched “A Dog’s Journey” in cinemas, which is 

the sequel of a dog’s purpose. It is what inspired me to 
write about this particular film in this article. 

 
A Dog’s Purpose is a movie about a devoted and loyal dog 
who discovers the meaning of his life. In the film, originally 
named ‘Bailey’, finds himself developing an imperishable 
bond with a young boy called Ethan. Bailey starts of his 
second life as a red retriever puppy, who lives throughout all 
of Ethan’s teenage years as his best friend. The film contains 
humour, tension and traumatic scenes which come along 
with each new life. 
Unrelated to the film, but me and my family actually saw the dog actor of Bailey when we were visiting 
Universal Studios in Hollywood! In the animal act, he showed of some of his impressive skills to the crowd.  
 
As someone who has an undeniable love for dogs, I personally found the film very intriguing in the way that it gave 
a potential insight into the mind of one. There is a constant inner monologue of the dog’s thoughts, voiced by the 
actor Josh Gad. Even though the protagonist’s (Bailey’s) thoughts often race around the 
thought of bacon, in the presence of his owner Ethan, he feels ecstatic with incomparable amounts of  
overwhelming feelings. In his other lives, Bailey had different names, with different owners. One time he had a 
police officer who he worked alongside of in catastrophes. But throughout all Bailey’s lives, the unbreakable bond 
he had with Ethan never left his conscience. 
 
The 2 hour film was directed by the Swedish director Lasse Hallström.  
Opinions range massively on all of the reviews,so  it must be said that this movie isn’t for everyone. 
Some might call the film corny, but those who are particularly fond of dogs can see past those aspects. 
For some people all you need to love a movie is a few adorable dogs :)  


